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WEEKLY RULES CHECKUP #16 

Rule 9 

Conduct of Players and Others 

 

1.  On third and three, A43 runs a sweep wide to the right.  A68 pulls to lead the play.  A43 has  

     his hand onA68’s back .  The play gains five yards.  Which statement is INCORRECT? 

A.  If A43 grasps A68, it is a foul for illegal use of hands. 

B.  If A43 only has an open hand on A68’s back, there is no foul. 

C.  As described, this will constitute a foul for illegal procedure. 

D.  Illegal use of hands is a 10 yard penalty. 

 

2.   A12 fakes a handoff to A38 on a dive play into the line but then pulls the ball out and pitches  

      to A20 on an end run.  B56 tackles A38 at the line of scrimmage and takes him to the ground.   

      A38 scores a touchdown.  Which statement is INCORRECT 

A.  The action by B56 is holding . 

B.  The action by B56 is not defensive holding. 

C.  The touchdown stands and the penalty will be enforced on the try. 

D.  The touchdown stands and the penalty can be enforced on the ensuing kick off. 

 

3.   Team A kicks off from its own 40 yard line.  The kicker is blocked by R60 at A’s 47 yard     

       line .  Which statement is correct? 

A.  This is an illegal block. 

B.  This is a legal block. 

C.  The penalty for this foul is 15 yards. 

D.  The penalty for the fouls by R60 is enforced from the previous spot. 

 

4.    On a try, R18 rushes to block the ball but misses and hits the holder knocking the holder flat  

       on the ground.  Which statement is incorrect? 

A.  This is a foul for roughing the holder 

B.  This is not a foul as only the kicker and the snapper may be roughed on this type play. 

C.  If the penalty is accepted the try can be repeated after enforcement. 

D.  If the try is successful, the penalty can be enforced on the ensuing kickoff. 

 

5.   A player may use profanity towards another teammate. 

      A.  This is correct  

      B.  This is incorrect 

 

6.   Team A gains a first down and after the ball is dead, B77 swings a fist at A59 but does not  

      make contact with B59 or anyone else.  Properly officiated,     

A.  the official observing this should warn B77  

B.  B77 will be disqualified from further participation 

C.  the official who sees this should notify B77’s head coach who should handle the matter 

D.  B77 should be sent to his team box and allowed to return after his coach has talked with 

him 
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7.    Team A runs a sweep play around left end.  Team B corner back B22 is covering wide  

        receiver A10 who was lined up far to the right side of the formation when the ball was  

        snapped. As the runner advances down the left sideline, A77, the right tackle, runs to his  

        right and hits B22 very hard.  B22 was not pursuing the runner as he could not make a play.   

        Whish statement is INCORRECT 

A. This is a legal hit because the whistle had not blown signaling the end of the down. 

B. This is a personal foul. 

C. This could result in a disqualification if the contact was deemed flagrant. 

D. Any penalty enforced will be 15 yards. 

 

8.   As runner A22 is running downfield, B80 is chasing the runner in a effort to make a tackle.    

      A80 approaches B40 from behind and at an angle.  A80 blocks B40 making contact with     

      B40s left shoulder.  B 40 goes to the ground. Which statement is correct? 

A.  This is not a foul as B40 was in the play. 

B.  This is a foul. 

C.  This is not a foul as A80’s contact was not made entirely between the shoulder. 

D.  The correct statement is not given 

 

9.   During a pass play, the deep judge is one yard off the field of play and is back-peddling to  

      cover a long pass when he bumps into a coach who was standing in the restricted area.   

      Properly officiated, 

A. this is a foul and carries a five yard penalty because it was accidental. 

B. this should be ignored. 

C. this contact should be penalized by a 15 yard mark off. 

D. The official must eject the offender. 

 

10.  B75’s helmet comes completely off as he attempts to tackle the runner.  B75 tackle attempt  

       was high and the runner kept advancing some five yards with helmetless B75 hanging on.   

       Properly officiated, 

A.  this is a foul on B75 for continuing to participate after his helmet came completely off. 

B.  no foul because B75 was engaged in the immediate action during which his helmet     

came off. 

C. the official should blow the play dead immediately when the helmet comes off. 

D. this should be enforced as a dead ball foul 
 


